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Abstract—In this paper we show how Component Based
Software Engineering (CBSE) concepts were applied to design the
Sensor SelComp. Therefore, a component framework to address
the abstraction of Component Level within the SelSus European
Project ICPS. We show how the framework can be used to tackle
IPCS virtualization of sensors, machines and data processing.
Moreover, we show the applicability of Sensor SelComp to a real
case scenario where a Bayesian Network model was applied to
a SelSus demonstrator to perform runtime fault detection in a
RTV dispenser machine from Ford Motor Company.

Index Terms—Industrial Cyber Physical Systems; Component-
Based Software Engineering; Bayesian Networks; Smart Com-
ponent; Smart Manufacturing

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern production lines benefit from the IoT (Internet of

Things) and ICPS (Industrial Cyber Physical Systems) tech-

nological advances to create environments where Smart Con-

nected Products can influence its own production process and

companies can benefit from Service Based business models.

To accomplish this, there is an essential driver, information;

the differentiating aspect regarding it nowadays are the sources

and the amount of it. The number of internet connected devices

combined with the granularity of information produced by a

single device is growing so much that the estimated volume

of data just in industry reached 1000 Exabytes annually and

it is expected to increase by a factor of 20 times. [1]

This work is devoted to improve cooperation of field devices

and industrial plant personnel therefore fostering the smartness

in a Smart Factory environment. According with [2], any

actor in a production plant can be considered a manufacturing

component (e.g. computers, sensors, production machines,

PLC’s, robot’s and humans). Once an actor in the production

line is digitally abstracted by the factory ICPS, it becomes

a Smart Manufacturing Component (SMC). This abstraction

provides a physical component with smart capabilities, which

enables it to become an active part in the Smart Factory ICPS,

and consequently in the production environment.

The work presented in this paper is part of SelSus European

Project, whose objective is the development of a diagnostic

and prognosis environment. The SelSus ICPS defines three

levels of abstraction for its constituents: 1) Component Level,

which relates directly to machines or its sub-components

and is composed of smart sensory capabilities, methods for

self-diagnostics and predictive maintenance; 2) Station Level,

at this level the developments are constituted by previous

capabilities plus human machine interface and tools to support

the design and maintenance of the factory station; 3) Factory

Level, previous levels capabilities are combined to create a

semantic driven maintenance scheduling for large production

factory plants.

In a ICPS arrangement (e.g. in the Manufacturing Pyramid),

Component Level is mostly related to hardware and mechan-

ical properties of a production system. To make digital twins

of these components, one of the difficulties generally found in

any shop floor is the incompatibility between communication

stacks, because industrial grade solutions most of the times

are vendor specific. Another problem, is that machines and its

sub-components also lack the necessary sensory information

to build and feed feasible fault detection models. Lastly,

under an ICPS federation, these digital abstractions must

be semantically cohesive so any analysis or control module

can interface them. These issues require a reconfigurable

and updatable SMC too keep up with the always changing

production system composition and configuration. An SMC

must provide consistent mechanisms with which to configure,

deploy and dynamically reconfigure code; which is a problem

addressed by Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE)

discipline.

In the rest of the paper we show how CBSE theory (Section

II) was combined with the SMC concept to create the Sensor

SelComp component model and framework (Section III). In

addition (Section IV), we show an application of the Sensor

SelComp to add external sensors to an RTV Machine in order

to feed and run a BN model created to perform live fault

detection and inform it to the ICPS. We conclude (Section V)

by making considerations to improve the BN model used and

the Sensor SelComp.

II. COMPONENT MODELS

To achieve software reconfigurability, in this case, the ca-

pacity to plug-in software components, and this way rearrange

a system, a component model and framework are required. A

software architecture designed by a component model solution



is developed as ”a composite of sub-parts rather than a

monolithic entity” [3].

Briefly, in a software system composed by components, a

component model is a set of rules, conventions and standards.

It dictates how a component is defined, interfaced, tested and

deployed for execution. In practical terms, the component

framework is the set of tools that implements the component

model specifications. The framework is an aggregation of

a mandatory runtime and optional tools, such as repository,

compiler, verification and composition environment. The com-

ponent model is the foundation of a component based design.

It defines the composition standard, that is: how components

are composed into larger pieces, how and if they can be

composed at design and/or runtime phases of component life-

cycle, how they interact, how the component repository (if

any) is managed and the runtime environment that contains the

assembled application. Because all of this, component models

are hard to build, some problems like: achieving determinism

and real-time, parallel flows of component and system devel-

opment, maintaining components for reuse, different levels of

granularity[4] and portability [5].

In terms of application to industrial environments, a compo-

nent model eases the task of building control and monitoring

applications. Considering a visual composition environment,

an user which is not familiarized with software development,

can simply design applications by pick and place, e.g., data

processing algorithm, machines and sensors representations.

The person in question does not need to know the internal

details of a component, all it sees is a black box whose

functionality, configuration and interface is formally and well

documented. There is a clear separation between component

technology applied to business and embedded systems, which

is the case of interest to the lower levels on an ICPS.

Embedded systems concerns range from scare physical re-

sources, Quality of Service (QoS), timing to trustworthiness

properties (security, safety and reliability). The latter are of

special importance regarding safety critical applications. The

following properties are the foundation of any Component

Model.

a) Component Implementation and Interface: Compo-

nents syntax, is the language used for component definition

and which may be different from the implementation language.

Depending on the component model, implementations can

be binary, byte code, compilable code (C, C++) or custom

languages. Properties and functionalities that are externally

visible to a component constitute its interface.

b) Component Contracts: Interfaces show what a com-

ponent does without telling how, and so, they are the very first

form of component verification and validation. The relation

between client and provider components is not the unique

dynamic that must be agreed and often components must

express constraints and quantitative properties. Components

that need to declare QoS properties, depend on extra system

layers such as the OS or runtime environment. Thus, contracts

need to capture functional and extra-functional properties in

component interfaces. Beugnard et al. [6] propose four levels

of contracts, ranging in its flexibility to be negotiated by the

component runtime.

c) Component Composition: The composition environ-

ment supports the developer in several steps of the develop-

ment process. It is out of scope to think in how components

are and how to define interfaces and properties. Therefore, the

composition environment comes into play when the developer

constructs, tests or deploys an application. In application

construction the developer can either implement the inner

functionality of a component and wire components to form

an application. Depending on the component reuse policy, the

environment can allow to use already existing components

to build a new component. Testing comprises test case gen-

eration, debugging and test case execution. The deployment

phase must support the installation of an application in a target

device. Components can be composed using wrapping, static

and dynamic linking, and ”plug-and-play”; according with the

composition environment.

d) Component Base System Life-cycle: In software en-

gineering there are several models to guide the development

life-cycle [7]. The waterfall is a classic sequential model in

which each phase must be complete before proceeding and the

output of a phase is the input of the next. These models can

be adapted to conceive component based life-cycle.

III. SENSOR SELCOMP

The SelComp (SelSus Component) is a realization of the

SMC concept, which in practical terms is a digital shell that

cohesively abstracts entities under the same ICPS federation.

In the SelSus ICPS domain, there are two types of SMCs, the

Sensor SelComp and the Machine SelComp. The first [8] is

used to: a) abstract machines that lack any useful technology

that allows to virtualize them (e.g. purely mechanical); b) to

abstract sensors coupled to machines whose built in sensory

information is not enough to feed the data analysis methods

requirements; c) to abstract sensor networks deployed in the

shop floor to capture physical properties of the environment.

The second is used to abstract assets that have all the techno-

logical capabilities required to be abstracted as a SelComp.

It can be said that this SMC concept was first introduced

by Multi-Agent Systems applied to production devices [9],

and later adopted by the ICPS [10] to realize the ”digital

twin”. The idea behind the Sensor SelComp was to have a

piece of software that could act as generic abstracting shell. To

accomplish this, the main obstacle was the communication. To

solve that, the Sensor SelComp should be capable of extending

its capabilities in runtime to support the required protocols to

abstract a certain entity. The obvious answer to this problem

was to model the Sensor SelComp as a Component Model

Middleware, with that, even local data processing could be

added and reconfigured in runtime, all this transparent to be

controlled by the ICPS on demand.

The realization of the proposed component model and

framework was guided by theory discussed in Section II. To

better comprehend the implementation details, one may refer

to Table I. The properties shown were selected based on the







the set of complete historical data. This model cannot in itself

be used for root-cause analysis or predictive maintenance.

Instead we use the concept of evidence conflict to indicate a

malfunctioning of the machine. The fundamental idea is that

the concept of conflict of evidence can be used to identify

suspicious findings pointing to problems in the sealant bead

quality. The data conflict measure conf(ǫ) considered here is

due to [25] and defined as

conf(ǫ) = log

∏
i P (ǫi)

P (ǫ)
. (2)

The assumption behind this measure is that individual findings

in the evidence ǫ are positively correlated under the model. If

this is not the case, then this may be caused by a data conflict

producing a positive conf(ǫ).
Let ǫ′ = ǫ ∪ {ǫsi} where si is a sensor reading, then the

conflict measure decomposes as conf(ǫ′) = log(P (si)/P (si |
ǫ)) + conf(ǫ) [24]. This decomposition may be exploited to

monitor the readings of an individual sensor si through its

normalised likelihood P (si | ǫ)/P (si), i.e., the sensor reading

with the lowest normalized likelihood given the other readings

has the highest contribution to the conflict. The logarithm of

the inverse normalized likelihood reflects the contribution of

sensor si to conf(ǫ) and as such it can, for instance, be used

to identify sensor readings indicating a malfunctioning part of

the component. For n = 34, we have conf(ǫ) = 8.78 with

log(P (si)/P (si | ǫ \ ǫsi)) = 3.67 for material feed pressure

and log(P (si)/P (si | ǫ \ ǫsi)) = 2.94 for material application

pressure. This suggests that the purge operation produces feed

and application pressures that are misaligned with the other

sensor readings.

C. Results

The data was collected from a RTV machine over a period

of three months from late April 2017 to late July 2017. Data is

collected at a frequency of one second even when the machine

is idle and the data is complete, i.e., no missing values. The

data contains no information on when the machine is active,

which engine type is being processed nor if any failures have

occurred. If the machine is idle, then the same value is repeated

in the data.

Figure 4 shows the structure of the model constructed by

from the collected operational data using a greedy search-

and-score algorithm. The structure specifies the dependence

of operational data. The data sequence (collected October,

2017) shown in Figure 5 contains three cycles with time step

n = 0, . . . , 147. This first cycle is a purge operation to the

system to get rid of clogs after the machine has been idle

for some time. The purge operation completely evacuates the

material from the application container, this causes a major

drop in feed pressure and sensor readings are out of sync.

The purge operation is followed by two cycles of the machine

where the sealant bead is applied to engine blocks. Figure 6

shows the running average of the data conflict measure for the

operational produced by the RTV machine. To make the curve

smooth and make the measure less sensitive to fluctuating

Fig. 4. The structure of the model constructed from operational data.
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Fig. 5. Sequence of sensor readings.

values in the sensors, a running average over five seconds

is applied. It is clear that the model detects the unexpected

behaviour of the sensor readings during the purge operation

and the two following operation cycles do not produce any

indication of issues with the operation of the machine and

thereby the quality quality of the bead.

Let si be a sensor with reading ǫsi . The contribution of

si to conf(ǫ) is determined by the normalised likelihood

P (ǫsi)/P (ǫsi | ǫ\ǫsi). Hence, we can use this value to identify

the main contributing factors to the data conflict. This can be

used in a diagnostics process even when root causes are not

represented in the model. At time step n = 34, conf(ǫ) = 8.68
with logP (ǫsi)/P (ǫsi | ǫ\ǫsi) = 3.67 for si equal to material

feed pressure and logP (ǫsi)/P (ǫsi | ǫ \ ǫsj ) = 2.94 for sj
equal to material application pressure. This suggests that these

measurements are not aligned with the other sensor readings,

which can be explained by the purge operation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The data conflict measure is based on comparing the

probability of the evidence between two different models. In

particular, the marginal independence model is used as the
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Fig. 6. Plot of the running average data conflict measure for a single
operational cycle.

straw man model. More advanced models can be considered.

Also, the decomposition of data conflict measure into local

conflicts makes it possible to trace the origin of a, e.g.,

Station Level conflict to a Component Local conflict. The

self-contained model of the equipment at the Component level

can be integrated into wider Station or Factory Level models

through the use of object-oriented modelling.

Parameter learning algorithms for continuous model im-

provement using operational data [26] are being considered.

However, here there is a challenge that the parameters of the

model may adapt to a malfunctioning sensor reading.

The Sensor SelComp can extend its compliance with other

ICPS’s simply by adopting standardized data representation

schemes such as AutomationML [27]. The issue of incompat-

ibility between algorithms implemented in different languages

is a priority for applicability to real world. A final consider-

ation is real-time capability, which was not a requirement in

this work, but constitutes an interesting capability if combined

with fault detection modules for control applications.
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